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Luggage Superstore announces another of the Delsey's range--the Delsey DLC.

Luggage Superstore now has the Delsey DLC bags that are described as business bags with
flexibility. These bags are on this online luggage store's site.

Kent (PRWEB UK) 11 January 2013 -- As part of Delsey’s casual yet trendy range, the Delsey DLC is the bag
to take on board-literally and figuratively. The secret to loving this case is the flexible structure that makes the
case ultra light and very comfortable to carry. The range is favoured among men particularly, but why should it
stop there: women can use these bags also.

The bags are constructed with pc protection that brings an all around secure environment for any laptop. The
satchels and trolley cases present an attractive look of sheen and helps the bags to make a fashion statement that
will make heads turn. Suitable and convenient to take on board as cabin luggage making any business person
keep on top of things even while travelling.

For any one travelling who has ever experienced the trauma of having your luggage broken into, the DLC has a
ZIP SECURI TECH zip, which is the innovation that is unique on the market with the Delsey’s signature. This
technology greatly reduces the risk of luggage being broken into. The effectiveness of the system has been tried
and tested by the International Certification & Laboratory Company. See the link to our YouTube page to view
this technology.

“It is always reassuring to know that a luggage company such as Delsey has put their stamp of approval on
luggage security systems to bring peace of mind to our customers. Travelling can be a whole lot more enjoyable
when it is worry–free,” comments Andy Steadman, Managing Director of Luggage Superstore.

Delsey has been creating luggage since 1946 and their network of distributors cover over 110 countries.

Luggage Superstore’s established site is in West Kingsdown, Kent. Their aim is providing competitive prices of
the highest quality luggage and top calibre Customer Service for online luggage shopping. Luggage Superstore
recommends Antler Suitcases.

Trina Chee-a-kwai
Luggage Superstore
01474854666
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Contact Information
Trina Chee-a-kwai
Luggage Superstore
http://www.luggagesuperstore.co.uk
01474854666

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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